
E X A L T

FAIRY WHITE

Exalt is a selection of marbles that offers the aesthetic of high-class material that embodies a strongly 
stated elegance. In their quest to make a true interpretation of these marbles, Cerim is taking 
advantage of the latest inkjet technology that allows them to layer white glazes over colors. This 
creates one of the most realistic marble looks available, as there are no visible pixels. It really looks 
like there are veins underneath the surface. With two white marbles, a soft gray and a crosscut onyx, 
this is a collection that brings authentic beauty to any project.

MAGIC WHITE

OYSTER SHADE

SILVER LIGHT

Colors are intended as a guide only and may vary from actual tile. Sizes listed are nominal. Please check samples before making final 
selection and to get actual dimensions for layout. See reverse side for additional product information.
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COLORS

SIZE  Natural Finish - Rectified Lucido Finish (Polished) - Rectified

TRIM    Natural Finish - Rectified Lucido Finish (Polished) - Rectified

INSTALLATION INFORMATION 

LUCIDO (Polished) CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

CMETFW Fairy White (Bianco Carrara)
CMETMW  Magic White (Bianco Bella)
CMETOS  Oyster Shade (Honey Onyx) 
CMETSL  Silver Light (Montecarlo Quartzite)

12 x 24  CMET--N /1224   CMET--L/1224

Surface Bullnose 2 x 24 CMET--N /SBN224  CMET--L/SBN224

Most Italian manufacturers recommend a maximum offset of 8” (20cm) on all large format tiles when setting 
a running bond. Please refer to ANSI requirements for setting large format tiles, ANSI A 108.2 Section 4.3.8. 
There are special setting requirements and materials for large format tiles. Please refer to the TCNA Hand-
book and guidelines by your mortar manufacturer for more information. Using a leveling system can improve 
the installation of this product.

Lucido Finish is suitable for walls and residential and light to moderate commercial floors that do not require 
DCOF. As with all shiny material, the polished surface is susceptible to scratching during installation and use, 
and extra care should be taken when handling and grouting. The factory does not recommend sealing or 
treating this material.

Polished material can be etched with acids. Avoid detergents, solvents or acid-based products containing
hydrochloric acid, citric acid, acetic acid or abrasive components. Do not use cleaning agents like abrasive
cleaners which might scratch the surface. It is advisable to test a small area in a not highly visible section of
the tiles before proceeding to clean the whole surface.

NATURAL FINISH USAGE
Natural Finish is suitable for walls and residential and light to moderate commercial floors.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

No Damage

DCOF

10545-12

10545-03

10545-04

Wet ≥ 0.42

≤0,08%

Natural Finish Lucido Finish

  52 N/mm2 
(average value)

Water Absorption

Dynamic (DCOF)
Coefficient of Friction

Flexion Resistance

Frost Resistance

** 
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